Power Grid Operations

FINALLY!!!! - There is a book written about the electric power grid and how it is operated,
that you can enjoy, and learn a great deal from. This book offers the reader an understandable
explanation of what is occurring every second of every day on the electric power grid. There
are many books about the power grid that are explanations suited for advanced industry
experts or electrical engineering students. In fact, several of them are listed in one section of
this book. However, this book offers the only explanation I am aware of that will appeal to a
large audience ranging from your friend next door, to men and women in the industry who
want to know more about how their job function fits in with all the other parts of the grid. It is
written using more than 200 years of accumulated power grid operations experience from me,
and five or six colleagues I used for advice and opinions. I am certain guys like Norm, Cliffy,
Sammy and possibly even Woody would have a much better understanding of the power grid
after reading this book. When you read it, you will learn about subjects such as: historical
blackouts, what power grid operators are watching, the effects of Super Bowl Sunday and
Christmas lights on the grid, the electric grid in Japan, and many, many other items of interest.
If youve ever been curious what it costs to run some of the appliances in your home, you are
looking at the right book, because that is explained as well. It is enjoyable to read, will
someday make you look like a genius, and is guaranteed to make you laugh a few times while
you read it. I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed writing it.
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